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ABSTRACT
We analyse interacting galaxy pairs with evidence of tidal features in the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey Data Release 7 (SDSS-DR7). The pairs were selected within z < 0.1 by requiring
a projected separation rp < 50 h−1 kpc and relative radial velocity ∆V < 500 km s−1. We
complete spectroscopic pairs using galaxies with photometric redshifts considering ∆Vphot <
6800 km s−1, taking into account the mean photometric redshift uncertainty. We classify by
visual inspection pairs of spirals into co-rotating and counter-rotating systems. For a sub-
sample of non-AGN galaxies, counter-rotating pairs have larger star formation rates, and a
higher fraction of young, star-forming galaxies. These effects are enhanced by restricting to
rp < 12 h
−1 kpc. The distributions of C, Dn(4000) and (Mu − Mr) for AGN galaxies
show that counter-rotating hosts have bluer colours and younger stellar population than the
co-rotating galaxies although the relative fractions of Seyfert, Liner, Composite and Ambigu-
ous AGN are similar. Also, counter-rotating hosts have more powerful AGN as revealed by
enhanced Lum[OIII] values. The number of co-rotating systems is approximately twice the
number of counter-rotating pairs which could be owed to a more rapid evolution of counter-
rotating systems, besides possible different initial conditions of these interacting pairs.
Key words: galaxies: interactions - galaxies: statistics - galaxies: starburst.
1 INTRODUCTION
Galaxy interactions are one of the main mechanisms claimed for
inducing star formation (Yee & Ellingson 1995; Kennicutt 1998),
where starbursts are fuelled by gas inflows produced by the tidal
torques generated during the encounters. Barton, Geller & Kenyon
(2000) and Lambas et al. (2003) performed statistical analysis of
star formation activity of galaxy pairs showing that proximity in
radial velocity and projected distance are correlated with an in-
crease in the star formation activity. Alonso et al. (2006) analyse
close pairs and found an excess of blue galaxies with respect to the
control sample and associate this phenomenon with a larger frac-
tion of star forming galaxies. They also found that in close pairs,
there is an increment in the fraction of red galaxies compared to
systems without a near companion. The authors propose a scenario
where galaxies in pairs have formed stars efficiently at early stages
of their evolution, therefore, at present, they exhibit red colours.
Another interpretation is that the presence of dust stirred up during
encounters could affect colours and probably, partially obscure the
star formation activity. Pe´rez et al. (2009) analysed the color dis-
tribution of close galaxy pairs finding an excess in both red and
blue tails with respect to control samples. They also found that the
trends still persists even after removing possible bias effects in the
control sample selection. These results reinforce the claim that the
excesses of blue and red galaxies are actually produced by galaxy
interactions and not introduced by a biased selection.
Alonso et al. (2012) performed an analysis of close galaxy
pairs in groups and clusters, finding that these pairs tend to re-
side in groups with low density global environments. The authors
also showed that pair galaxies have a significant excess of young
stellar population with respect to group member galaxies without
near companion. Recently, Lambas et al. (2012) (hereafter L12)
stressed the importance of studying different types of interactions
and they classified pair galaxies into three categories: pairs under-
going merging (M); pairs with evident tidal features (T ); and non
disturbed pairs (N). They also found an excess of galaxies in the
blue peak in M systems, while T pairs show a larger fraction of
galaxies in the red peak, compared to N systems, specially for mi-
nor interactions. These results suggest that the variation of the blue
and red peak locations of the color bimodal distribution could be
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driven by different aspects of galaxy interactions such as evolu-
tionary stage, gas content, interaction strength, etc. In particular
L12 highlight the contribution of tidal interactions to the read peak
in the galaxy pairs colour distribution. Therefore, it is interesting to
focus in tidal interactions in order to analyse the role of this special
type of encounters on the main properties of galaxies in interacting
systems.
Tidal interactions in galaxy pairs can produce several mor-
phological features that are short lived such as extended struc-
tures, bridges and tidal tails. Observations indicate that the prob-
ability to have grand-design arms is much higher for galaxies in
binaries or groups than in the field (Kormendy & Norman 1979).
Reshetnikov & Sotnikova (2001) and references therein show that
the local fraction of tailed objects is about 1-2% of the local galaxy
population, and that the size of the tidal tails is related to the global
dynamical structure of the interacting galaxies. Mohamed et al.
(2011), points out that the tails in distant galaxies are shorter than
those in nearby ones, reflecting the evolution with redshift of the
sizes of spiral galaxies and their tidal structures. They also show
that in simulated galaxies with low-mass halos, tidal tails turn out
to be very long and the interacting galaxies merge very rapidly.
Besides many authors have found objects such as dwarf galax-
ies and globular clusters in tidal debris from galaxy interactions
(Mirabel et al. 1992; Hunsberger, S. et al. 1996; Charlton, J. et al.
2000; Smith et al. 2010).
In this work we present an analysis of the galaxy properties in
tidal interacting pairs, considering different types of morphological
features that show this special type of systems. This paper is struc-
tured as follows: Section 2 describes the data used in this work. In
Section 3 we show the procedure used to construct the tidal inter-
acting pair catalogue, explaining the classification process of tidal
pair galaxies, and we also present the general properties of the cat-
alogue. An analysis of star formation rates, colours and stellar pop-
ulation, and their dependence on the different classifications in our
sample of tidal interactions is described in Section 4. In addition,
host active galaxy properties and nuclear activity are analysed in
this section. Finally in Section 5, we summarize our main conclu-
sions.
Throughout this paper we adopt a cosmological model char-
acterised by the parameters Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and H0 =
100 km s−1Mpc−1.
2 DATA
Data Release 7 of Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS-DR7)
(Abazajian et al. 2009; York et al. 2000) is the seventh major data
release, corresponding to the completion of the survey SDSS-II. It
comprises 11.663 sq. deg. of imaging data, with an increment of
∼ 2000 sq. deg., over the previous data release, mostly in regions
of low Galactic latitude. SDSS-DR7 provides imaging data for 357
million distinct objects in five bands, ugriz, as well as spectroscopy
over ≃ pi steradians in the North Galactic cap and 250 square de-
grees in the South Galactic cap. The average wavelengths corre-
sponding to the five broad bands are 3551, 4686, 6165, 7481, and
8931A˚ (Fukugita et al. 1996; Hogg et al. 2001; Smith et al. 2002).
For details regarding the SDSS camera see Gunn et al. (1998); for
astrometric calibrations see Pier et al. (2003). The survey has spec-
troscopy over 9380 sq. deg.; the spectroscopy is now complete over
a large contiguous area of the Northern Galactic Cap, closing the
gap that was present in previous data releases.
In this work we analyse spectroscopic and photometric data
extracted from SDSS-DR7. The spectroscopic data were derived
from the Main Galaxy Sample (MGS; Strauss et al. (2002)) ob-
tained from the fits files at the SDSS home page1. For this sam-
ple, k-corrections band-shifted to z = 0.1, were calculated us-
ing the software k-correct v4.2 of Blanton & Roweis (2007).
The photometric data were derived from the photometric cata-
logue constructed by O’Mill et al. (2011)2. These authors compute
photometric redshift and k-correction for the photometric data of
the SDSS-DR7. The rms of the photometric redshift is σphot ∼
0.0227 and k-corrections were obtained through joint parametrisa-
tion of redshift and reference frame (at z = 0.1) (g − r) colour.
For both data sets, k-corrected absolute magnitudes were calculated
from Petrosian apparent magnitudes converted to the AB system.
3 INTERACTING PAIR GALAXIES
Galaxies in tidal pairs are subject to diverse perturbations that
may alter their morphology and generate peculiar features such as
bridges and tails. This diversity of structures can be produced by
differences in the internal nature of the galaxies in the tidal pair
interactions. For this reason, the aim of this section is to present a
sample of tidal pairs in order to explore the different types of such
interactions.
3.1 Spectroscopic galaxy pair catalogue
Some recent statistical work focus on the construction of galaxy
pair catalogues with different projected separation (rp) and rela-
tive radial velocity limits (∆V ). Lambas et al. (2003) found that
galaxies with a close companion within rp < 25 h−1 kpc and
∆V < 100 km s−1 showed a higher star formation activity than
isolated galaxies with similar redshift and luminosity distributions.
Ellison et al. (2010), in an study of the effects of environment on
interactions, constructed a sample of pairs with rp < 80 h−1 kpc
and ∆V < 500 km s−1 selected from SDSS-DR4, finding that
pairs in high density environments are characterised by wider sep-
arations and larger values of ∆V . More recently, Scudder et al.
(2012) presented a sample of pairs from SDSS-DR7 with relative
projected separation rp < 80 h−1 kpc and relative radial velocities
∆V < 300 km s−1. These pairs show star formation rate (SFR)
enhancements of 30% out to at least 80 h−1 kpc.
In our previous work (L12) we build a catalogue of 1959
galaxy pairs with projected separation rp < 25 h−1 kpc and rela-
tive radial velocities ∆V < 350 km s−1, within z < 0.1, finding
589 pairs that show tidal features. In order to obtain a larger num-
ber of pairs, and therefore improve the statistics, we extended this
sample to rp < 50 h−1 kpc and ∆V < 500 km s−1, and consider
pairs with z < 0.1, where z is the redshift of the brightest galaxy
member of the system. In this way we obtain a sample of 1283 pair
galaxies with tidal signatures.
We performed an eye-ball classification using the SDSS-DR7
imaging available in CasJobs3 in order to distinguish between dif-
ferent classes of tidal interactions. We classified the sample taking
into account the presence of either large scale tidal tails (Tt) or a
connecting bridge (Tb). Thus, Tt types are either pairs of two spi-
ral galaxies or composed by a spiral and an elliptical galaxy while
1 http://www.sdss.org/dr7/products/spectra/getspectra.html
2 http://casjobs.starlight.ufsc.br/casjobs/
3 http://cas.sdss.org/astrodr7/
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Figure 1. Examples of tidal galaxy pairs images. Left: galaxy pairs with a bridge (Tb). Right: interactions with tidal tails (Tt).
most Tb systems consist of a pair of elliptical galaxies connected
by a bridge. We found that 85% of the pairs were classified into
these subsamples. The remaining pairs that do not fulfil these two
categories were excluded from the present analysis. Fig. 1 shows
examples of Tt and Tb pairs. The visual inspection of the pairs was
performed by all the authors dividing the total sample in subsam-
ples of similar number of pairs. The reliability of the classification
was addressed by a comparison of the classification of all authors
in a common subsample. This comparison provides a classification
uncertainty which we estimate of approximately 3%.
Under these considerations the resulting spectroscopic tidal
galaxy pair catalogue comprises a total of 1082 pairs.
3.2 Spectro-Photometric galaxy pair catalogue
The SDSS spectrograph uses fibres manually connected to plates
in the telescope’s focal plane. These fibres are mapped through a
mosaic algorithm (Blanton et al. 2003) that optimises the observa-
tion of large-scale structures. Two fibres can not be placed closer
than 55” (Strauss et al. 2002), so for two objects with the same
priority (such as two MGS galaxies) and whose centres are closer
than 55”, the algorithm selects at random the galaxy which will
be observed spectroscopically. There are regions where the plates
overlap (about 30% of the mosaic regions), in which both objects
may be observed. Due to fibre collision the spectroscopic sample is
affected by incompleteness. The magnitude limit of spectroscopic
objects is r = 17.77, but not all galaxies brighter than this limit
were observed. This issue becomes more important when analysing
compact objects.
Recently, O’Mill et al. (2012) employed photometric redshift
information to quantify this effect on the detection of triplets of
galaxies in the SDSS-DR7. These authors conclude that photomet-
ric redshift provide very useful information, allowing to asses fibre
collision incompleteness and complete the sample of triple systems
at low redshift.
In order to recover pair systems lost due the fibre collision ef-
fect, we have include galaxies with photometric redshifts that have
r-band magnitude r < 17.77. For each galaxy with spectroscopic
measurements in the redshift range z < 0.1, we have searched
a photometric companion that have a projected distance rp <
Table 1. Number of Tt and Tb pairs in the spectroscopic and spectro-
photometric tidal pair samples
Samples Spectroscopic Spectro-photometric Total
Tt 525 944 1469
Tb 557 637 1194
Total 1082 1581 2663
50 h−1 kpc and a relative radial velocity ∆Vphot < 6800 km s−1,
this last value correspond to c × σphot where σphot is the mean
photometric redshift error and c is the speed of light. O’Mill et al.
(2012) found that the 1σphot interval provides a suitable compro-
mise between high completeness and low contamination in the de-
tection of triplets of galaxies. Including photometric information
allows us to increment the number of galaxies in the sample under
analysis and, therefore, improve the statistical significance of our
results.
Similarly to the spectroscopic catalogue, we perform an eye
ball classification of this sample, finding 2043 spectro-photometric
galaxy pairs with tidal signs. Apart from the restriction on ∆Vphot,
the existence of tidal signatures reinforce that the galaxy pairs in
the spectro-photometric sample are physical systems. About 78%
of the pairs in this sample were classified as Tt or Tb, the remaining
pairs that do not fulfil these two categories were excluded from the
analysis. The resulting spectro-photometric tidal galaxy pair cata-
logue comprises a total of 1581 pairs.
Table 1 provides the classification and number of pairs in the
spectroscopic and spectro-photometric tidal pair samples.
3.3 Characteristics of the pair samples
In order to analyse different physical properties of galaxies in tidal
pairs, we select galaxies with spectroscopic measurements and
cross-correlate them with the derived galaxy properties from the
MPA-JHU emission line analysis for the SDSS-R74. From this cat-
4 Avaible at http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/SDSS/DR7/
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Figure 2. From top to bottom, (a) distribution of z, (b) log(M∗), (c) Mr ,
(d) log(Σ5), (e) C and (f ) (Mu −Mr) for galaxies in pairs classified as
Tt (solid lines) and for Tb (dashed lines).
alogue we use the star formation rate normalized to the total mass
in stars, log(SFR/M∗), taken from Brinchman et al. (2004). We
also use the spectral index Dn(4000), as an indicator of the age of
stellar populations. This spectral discontinuity occurring at 4000A˚
(Kauffmann et al. 2002) arises by an accumulation of a large num-
ber of spectral lines in a narrow region of the spectrum, an ef-
fect that is important in the spectra of old stars. We have adopted
Balogh et al. (1999) definition of Dn(4000) as the ratio of the av-
erage flux densities in the narrow continuum bands (3850-3950 A˚
and 4000-4100 A˚). We also use total stellar masses (M∗) based on
fits to the photometry (Salim et al. 2007).
In Fig. 2 we show different properties of Tt and Tb galaxy pair
interactions (redshift, z, stellar mass content, M∗, absolute r-band
magnitude, Mr , local density parameter, Σ5, concentration index,
C and (Mu −Mr) colour). From the upper panel it can be appre-
ciated that both samples expand similar z ranges but the Tb pairs
show a distribution slightly shifted towards higher z values. From
panel b, we find that the Tb pairs show a stellar mass distribution
with small shift towards larger log(M∗) values, than galaxies in the
Tt sample. This behaviour is also reflected in the Mr distribution
(see c panel).
With the purpose of analysing the local density environment of
the galaxy pairs in our samples, we have calculated the local density
parameter Σ5, to give an estimate of the mean environment of the
two subsamples. This parameter is defined through the projected
distance d to the 5th nearest neighbour brighter than Mr < −20.5
(Balogh et al. 2004), Σ5 = 5/(pid2), with a radial velocity dif-
ference less than 1000 km s−1, and provides a suitable measure-
ment of the local density of the systems. Alonso et al. (2006) iden-
tified three regions according to the value of log(Σ5): low density
(log(Σ5) < -0.57 ), medium density (-0.57 < log(Σ5) < 0.05) and
hight density (log(Σ5) > 0.05). The results displayed in Fig. 2 (d
panel) show that Tb pairs present a higher fraction of galaxies re-
siding in high density environments, while galaxies in Tt pairs are
preferentially hosted in environments with intermediate densities.
The concentration index C5 is a good morphological classifi-
cation parameter (Strateva et al. 2001) and correlate with the stel-
lar mass (M∗) and SFR (Deng 2013). Yamauchi et al. (2005) per-
formed a galaxy morphological classification using the C param-
eter, finding a very good agreement with the visual classification.
We adopted the critical concentration index value of C = 2.5 to
segregate concentrated, bulge-like galaxies (C > 2.5) and more
extended, disk-like objects (C < 2.5). C index distributions are
showed in panel e. From this figure it can be appreciated that the
sample of Tb pairs exhibiting higher values of C index with re-
spect to the Tt sample. Moreover, we find that Tb pairs show a
higher fraction of galaxies with C > 2.5 (≈ 85%), with respect to
the Tt sample (≈ 60%). This result indicates that a higher fraction
of galaxies in the Tb sample presents bulge morphology, while Tt
pairs show a significant fraction of disk type objects. This result
is expected under the classification scheme used in this work and
because elliptical galaxies are more compact and tend to inhabit
higher density regions, so under these conditions is more difficult
to develop tidal tails.
Nevertheless, the most significant difference between galaxies
in Tb and Tt pairs resides in the (Mu −Mr) colour distribution.
About 95% of the Tb galaxies present red colours ((Mu −Mr) >
2.0) while galaxies in Tt pairs present a more uniform distribution,
with 68% of galaxies with redder colours. This result is consistent
with the previously found in the distribution of the concentration
index, indicating that the sample of Tb pairs is composed mostly
by redder early type galaxies.
The trends found with this analysis persist even when con-
sidering control samples matched in z, Mr , M∗ and Σ5. This
result suggests that the so called ‘red peak’ present in the
color distribution of pair galaxies, reported by different authors
(e.g. Alonso et al. 2006, 2012; Pe´rez et al. 2009; Darg et al. 2010;
Patton et al. 2011), is mostly populated by this special type of tidal
interaction that comprises galaxies with a bridge (Tb). We will
analyse this topic in detail in a forthcoming paper and, in what fol-
lows, we will consider only interactions with tidal tails (Tt) and
in particular we will study the interactions between spiral galaxies
within this subsample.
5 C = r90/r50 is the ratio of Petrosian 90 %- 50% r-band light radii
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Figure 3. Examples of galaxy pair images with different classification: co-rotating (left) and counter-rotating (right) in the spectroscopic sample (upper panels)
and spectro-photometric catalogue (bottom panels).
4 CO-ROTATING AND COUNTER-ROTATING SYSTEMS
Numerical simulations show that prograde encounters between
equal mass galaxies represent the most favourable scenario for cre-
ating tidal tails (Toomre & Toomre 1972; Dubinski, J. et al. 1996),
instead, retrograde encounters have greater star formation effi-
ciency than direct encounters. Di Matteo et al. (2007) analysed di-
rect and retrograde galaxy encounters finding that galaxies with
opposite angular momentum (retrograde encounters) are less af-
fected by tidal interactions and the gas mass content remain con-
fined in the disk forming a reservoir for the intense starburst in the
final stage of the merging. On the other hand, Cervantes-Sodi et al.
(2010) found a correlation between the spin magnitude of neigh-
bouring galaxies, but no clear alignment between orientation. Re-
garding halo masses, Dubinski, J. et al. (1996) found that it is dif-
ficult to form a long tail in collisions of galaxies with very massive
halos.
In the following study we only analyse tidal interactions be-
tween spiral galaxies with tidal tails within Tt pairs, and we vi-
sually sub-classified these pairs according to the sense of rotation
of the spiral arms. Therefore, we have defined two categories: co-
rotating and counter-rotating pairs. If both galaxies have the same
spiral pattern sense we call the system co-rotating, and otherwise
we call the system counter-rotating. Analogously to section 3.1 we
estimate the uncertainty in this classification that results in 4%. It is
noteworthy that the visual inspection performed in order to identify
the sense of rotation of the galaxy spiral arms, produces a selec-
tion effect and, therefore, most of the systems under study in this
section are major mergers. We have analysed how these different
spin configurations affect galaxy luminosities, star formation rates,
spectral indicators of stellar populations, colours and active nuclei
properties.
Upper panels of Fig. 3 show images of typical examples of
co-rotating and counter-rotating pairs in the spectroscopic sample.
In a similar way, bottom panels show images of typical examples
of these categories in the spectro-photometric catalogue.
Table 2 provides the percentages of co-rotating and counter-
rotating pairs in the spectroscopic and spectro-photometric sam-
ples. Remarkably, we find that co-rotating systems doubles the
number of the counter-rotating pairs. A possible explanation for
this fact could reside in the initial conditions of nearby halos and
that counter-rotating interactions are likely to be more violent, with
mergers occurring faster, and with less prominent large-scale tails
(Hernandez & Lee 2004). We notice that this effect is present in
both samples, spectroscopic and spectro-photometric catalogues,
indicating that the results are not biased by the inclusion of pho-
tometric galaxies.
4.1 Galaxies without nuclear activity and AGN hosts
In the following analysis, we used galaxies with spectroscopic mea-
surements and distinguish between active galactic nuclei (AGN)
and galaxies without a detected AGN (hereafter non-AGN galax-
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11
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Table 2. Classification, number of pairs and percentages of co-rotating and
counter-rotating galaxy pairs in the spectroscopic and spectro-photometric
samples (top and bottom, respectively)
Sample Classification Number of pairs Percentages
Spectroscopic Co-rotating 171 65.4%
Counter-rotating 85 34.3%
Total 256 100%
Spectro- Co-rotating 266 66.8%
photometric Counter-rotating 139 33.2%
Total 405 100%
ies) in co and counter-rotating pairs. For the AGN selection we
use the publicly available SDSS emission-line fluxes. The method
for emission-line measurement is detailed in Tremonti et al. (2004).
Additionally, we have corrected the emission-line fluxes for opti-
cal reddening using the Balmer decrement and the Calzetti et al.
(2000) dust curve. We assume an RV = AV /E(B − V ) =
3.1 and an intrinsic Balmer decrement (Hα/Hβ)0 = 3.1
(Osterbrock & Miller 1989). Since the true uncertainties in the
emission-line measurements were underestimated the signal-to-
noise (S/N ) of every line was calculated with the emission-line
flux errors adjusted according to the uncertainties suggested by the
MPA/JHU catalogue.
The AGN galaxy sample was selected using a standard diag-
nostic diagram proposed by Baldwin, Phillips & Terlevich (1981)
(hereafter BPT). This diagram allows the separation of type 2 AGN,
from normal star-forming galaxies, using emission-line ratios and
depending on their position in the diagram. Furthermore, we used
only galaxies with signal-to-noise ratio S/N> 2 for all the lines in-
tervening in the diagnostic diagram used to discriminate AGN from
HII galaxies. This S/N cut was selected taking into account that the
adjusted uncertainties almost duplicated the original errors. So, tak-
ing into account the relation between spectral lines, [OIII]λ5007,
Hβ, [NII]λ6583 and Hα, within the BPT diagram we follow the
Kauffmann et al. (2003b) criterion to select type 2 AGN as those
with:
log10([OIII]/Hβ) > 0.61/(log10([NII/Hα]) − 0.05) + 1.3 (1)
using this criteria we build two catalogues, a sample of galax-
ies free of AGN and a sample of AGN galaxies. Under these restric-
tions, and from a total of 917 interacting galaxies with these spec-
troscopic measurements, we found 297 AGN, representing a frac-
tion of about 30%. Table 3 summarizes the percentages. It is im-
portant to highlight that the percentages of co and counter-rotating
systems in the sample of non-AGN galaxies and in the sample of
AGN are similar.
In Fig. 4 we show the distribution of redshift, stellar mass con-
tent and r-band absolute magnitude for the sample of non-AGN
galaxies (left) and for the sample of AGN galaxies (right) in co and
counter-rotating pairs (solid and dotted lines, respectively). From
this figure it can be appreciated that both samples present similar z,
M∗ and Mr distributions.
Galaxiesco-rotating
counter-rotating
AGN
Figure 4. Distribution of redshift (top), absolute r-band magnitude (middle)
and stellar mass content (bottom) for the non-AGN galaxy sample (left) and
for the AGN galaxy sample (right) in co and counter-rotating pairs. The
solid lines correspond to the co-rotating and the dotted lines correspond to
the counter rotating galaxy pairs, respectively.
Table 3. Classification, number of galaxies and percentages of co-rotating
and counter-rotating galaxy pairs in the AGN sample (top), and in the
galaxy sample (bottom)
Sample Classification Number of galaxies Percentages
AGN Co-rotating 191 64.3%
Counter-rotating 106 35.7%
Total 297 100%
non-AGN galaxies Co-rotating 417 67.3%
Counter-rotating 203 32.7%
Total 620 100%
4.1.1 Galaxy properties
In this section we focus our analysis on the sample of spiral galaxies
with tidal tails in order to investigate the differences in the proper-
ties of the systems according to the sense of rotation of the member
galaxy pairs. We study the sample of non-AGN galaxies, defined
in the previous subsection, and analyse separately co-rotating and
counter-rotating interactions and their effects on the galaxy prop-
erties. We also analyse a subsample of closer encounters consider-
ing pairs with projected separations rp < 12 h−1 kpc. This value
corresponds to the the median of the rp distribution for the total
sample.
We analyse the specific star formation rate, SFR/M∗, the
Dn(4000) parameter, the (Mu −Mr) colour index and the con-
centration parameter C.
The distribution of these parameters are shown in Fig. 5 for the
two samples with rp < 50 h−1 kpc (left) and rp < 12 h−1 kpc
(right). From this figure it can be appreciated that the counter-
rotating systems show a higher star formation rate. This effect is
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11
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Table 5. Percentages of AGN galaxies with Dn(4000) < 1.8, (Mu −
Mr) < 2.3 and C < 2.7 in co-rotating and counter-rotating hosts.
Ranges Co-rotating % Counter-rotating %
Dn(4000) < 1.8 51.7 ± 3.5 61.1 ± 4.8
(Mu −Mr) < 2.3 38.6 ± 3.4 45.9 ± 4.7
C < 2.7 45.3 ± 3.5 57.0 ± 4.5
more strongly seen in the sample with rp < 12 h−1 kpc, where the
effect is also reflected in the lower values of Dn(4000) parameter
and (Mu −Mr) colours. Both samples present similar C values.
In order to quantify these differences we have estimated the
fraction of galaxies with log(SFR/M∗) > −10.0, Dn(4000) <
1.4 and (Mu −Mr) < 2.0 and C < 2.5. In Table 4 we summa-
rize these results. All the uncertainties in this paper were derived
through a bootstrap resampling technique (Efron, B. 1979). It can
be seen a larger star formation rate with an associated younger
stellar population in counter-rotating systems, an effect that is
stronger for the closest rp < 12 h−1 kpc subsample, with a sig-
nificance of ∼ 2.5σ. We argue that this larger star formation ac-
tivity in counter-rotating systems can be related to the larger dis-
turbing effects of such interactions in comparison to those in co-
rotating pairs. According to simulations of disk-type galaxy inter-
actions, there is a tight correlation of the starburst and the pericentre
passage (Mihos & Hernquist 1994; Di Matteo et al. 2007). Statisti-
cally, low rp values could have a larger chance of being galaxies
at the pericentre distance, giving rise to the stronger effects for the
rp < 12 h
−1 kpc subsample.
4.1.2 AGN and host properties
In this section we use the sample of AGN described in section 4.1,
with the purpose of analysing the possible differences in the prop-
erties of AGN hosts in co and counter-rotating tidal galaxy pairs.
We also investigate the influence of the sense of rotation of tidal
interacting spiral galaxies on the black hole activity.
In Fig. 6 we show the distribution of C, Dn(4000) and
(Mu −Mr) colour for co and counter-rotating AGN host galax-
ies. This figure shows only a slightly difference in the behaviour of
AGN hosts for the two subsamples, with counter-rotating galax-
ies presenting bluer colours and younger stellar population than
their co-rotating counterpart. In order to quantify these differ-
ence, we estimate the fraction of galaxies with Dn(4000) < 1.8,
(Mu − Mr) < 2.3 and C < 2.7. The thresholds were chosen
taking into account that, on average, AGN pairs with tidal features
have larger Dn(4000) values and redder colours (Liu et al. 2012).
In addition, Deng (2013) showed that AGN are preferentially found
in more concentrated host galaxies. The results are shown in Table
5, and it can be appreciated similar tendencies that in the galaxy
sample analysed in the previous section.
As a tracer of the AGN activity, we focus here on the
dust corrected luminosity of the [OIII]λ5007 line, Lum[OIII ].
This estimator is widely used by several authors (Mulchaey et al.
1994; Kauffmann et al. 2003b; Heckman et al. 2004, 2005;
Brinchman et al. 2004) mainly due that the [OIII] line is one of
the strongest narrow emission lines in optically obscured AGN and
with very low contamination by contributions of star formation in
the host galaxy.
The distributions of the AGN power derived from the OIII lu-
co-rotating
counter-rotating
Figure 6. Distribution of C, Dn(4000) and ((Mu −Mr)) for AGN pair
galaxies classified as co and counter-rotating (solid and dotted lines, respec-
tively).
log(Lum[OIII])
5 6 7 8 9
0
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
co-rotating
counter-rotating
Figure 7. Distribution of log(Lum[OIII]) for AGN galaxies classified as
co-rotating (solid lines) and counter-rotating (dotted lines).
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Table 4. Percentages of galaxies with log(SFR/M∗) > −10.0, Dn(4000) < 1.4, (Mu −Mr) < 2.0 and C < 2.5 in co-rotating and counter-rotating
systems.
Pairs with rp < 50 h−1 kpc Pairs with rp < 12 h−1 kpc
Ranges Co-rotating % Counter-rotating % Co-rotating % Counter-rotating %
log(SFR/M∗) > −10.0 52.7 ± 2.5 59.0 ± 3.4 57.3 ± 3.8 72.2 ± 5.5
Dn(4000) < 1.4 49.92 ± 2.6 55.4 ± 3.5 54.7 ± 3.9 68.0 ± 5.5
(Mu −Mr) < 2.0 62.4 ± 2.4 62.0 ± 3.4 65.4 ± 3.7 72.4 ± 5.4
C < 2.5 52.2 ± 2.5 54.0 ± 3.6 46.2 ± 3.8 49.3 ± 6.1
-12 -11 -10 -9
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
-12 -11 -10 -9
1 1.5 2
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0.2
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1 1.5 2
1 2 3
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0.1
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1 2 3
2 2.5 3 3.5
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
C
2 2.5 3 3.5
co-rotating
counter-rotating
Figure 5. Distribution of log(SFR/M∗), Dn(4000), (Mu −Mr) and C for pair galaxies, excluding AGN, classified as co and counter-rotating (solid and
dotted lines, respectively).
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minosity of the two subsamples are shown in Fig. 7, and it can
be appreciated that counter-rotating AGN galaxies present a slight
excess of high log(Lum[OIII ]) values, with respect to the co-
rotating counterpart. In order to quantify these excesses, we calcu-
late the fraction of galaxies with L[OIII ] > 6.5 for both samples,
finding 21.03 ± 2.92% and 27.71 ± 4.18% for co and counter-
rotating galaxies, respectively. This result could be suggesting that
AGN host galaxies in counter-rotating pairs are more powerful than
those in the co-rotating systems.
Moreover, the AGN sample can be classified into Compos-
ite, Seyfert, LINER and Ambiguous following the classification
procedure proposed by Kewley et al. (2001, 2006). In this scheme
Kewley et al. (2001) define a theoretical discrimination between
starburst regions from objects of other types of excitation using
three BPT diagrams, as shown in Fig. 8 (solid lines). Thus, this
AGN classification depends on the relative location following equa-
tions 2 to 4:
log10([OIII]/Hβ) > 0.61/(log10([NII/Hα]) − 0.47) + 1.19 (2)
log10([OIII]/Hβ) > 0.72/(log10([SII/Hα]) − 0.32) + 1.30 (3)
log10([OIII]/Hβ) > 0.73/(log10([OI/Hα]) + 0.59) + 1.33 (4)
In addition, Kewley et al. (2006) provide an empirical divi-
sion between Seyfert and LINER galaxies given by the follow-
ing parametrization, where Seyfert galaxies are located above the
Seyfert-LINER line (dashed line in Fig. 8b and Fig 8c) on the
SII/Hα and OI/Hα diagrams:
log10([OIII]/Hβ) > 1.89 log10([SII/Hα]) + 0.76 (5)
log10([OIII]/Hβ) > 1.18 log10([OI/Hα] + 1.30 (6)
and LINER galaxies are located below the Seyfert-LINER
line:
log10([OIII]/Hβ) < 1.89 log10([SII/Hα]) + 0.76 (7)
log10([OIII]/Hβ) < 1.18 log10([OI/Hα] + 1.30 (8)
Also, galaxies lying in between the Kauffmann et al. (2003b)
and Kewley et al. (2001) classification lines are classified as Com-
posite galaxies. These galaxies seem to be in a transition between
the HII-region and AGN, and probably contain a mixture of metal-
rich stellar population plus AGN emission. Finally, Ambiguous
galaxies are those classified as one type of object in one BPT and
another in the remaining two diagrams. In Fig. 8 the relative po-
sition of the AGN in co and counter rotating pairs are shown in
the three BPT diagnostic diagrams. As it can be appreciated, there
is not evidence of differences in the position of AGN in co and
counter rotating pairs regarding this classification scheme.
The results are quantified in columns 2 and 4 of Table 6 where
the percentage of co and counter rotating galaxy pairs is calculated
for every type of object.
In addition, we have explored which of the AGN subclasses
present higher median values of Lum[OIII ]. The results are
shown in columns 3 and 5 of Table 6. It can be noticed that galax-
ies classified as Composite and Ambiguous present noticeable dif-
ferences between co and counter-rotating galaxy pairs for median
values of Lum[OIII ] being higher for the counter-rotating ones.
The median of Lum[OIII ] is almost identical (within the esti-
mated errors) for Seyfert and LINER galaxies. This result sug-
gests that these galaxies which have a dubious AGN classification
are those which have the strongest differences depending of the
sense of rotation. This fact favours the interpretation of the differ-
ent Lum[OIII ] values according to the sense of rotation, as dif-
ferences in the star formation activity rather than the AGN itself.
In this sense, Heckman et al. (2004), compute the average contri-
bution of the AGN to the Lum[OIII ] for a sample of Compos-
ite galaxies and the AGN-dominated galaxies taken from SDSS.
The results of their work indicate that the Lum[OIII ] emission
from Composite galaxies comes, in a range of 50% to 90% from
AGN activity, while for AGN-dominated galaxies, more than 90%
of the Lum[OIII ] comes from AGN emission. Once nuclear ac-
tivity is triggered, the co-rotating vs. counter-rotating large scale
structure becomes irrelevant, nuclear activity is a controlled by very
localized small scale physics, see for instance Cervantes-Sodi et al.
(2011).
5 CONCLUSIONS
We have performed a statistical analysis of interacting pairs with
tidal features, selected from SDSS-DR7. We obtained a spec-
troscopic sample considering rp < 50 h−1 kpc and ∆V <
500 h−1 kpc. With the aim to obtain better statistical results, for
each galaxy with spectroscopic measurements we have searched a
photometric companion with projected distance rp < 50 h−1 kpc
and a radial velocity difference ∆Vphot < 6810 km s−1. First, we
divided the sample taking into account the presence of tidal tails
(Tt) or a connecting bridge (Tb). These subsamples exhibit similar
distributions of z, Mr and log(M∗), while local environment, con-
centration index and color distributions are very different, showing
that Tb pairs have a higher fraction of galaxies residing in high
density environments, present redder colours and exhibit a bulge-
type morphology. The results found in this analysis persist even
when considering control samples matched in z, Mr , M∗ and Σ5,
suggesting that the so called ‘red peak’ present in the color distri-
bution of pair galaxies, is mostly populated by tidal interaction that
comprises galaxies with a bridge (Tb). In this work, we analyse in
detail interactions with tidal tails (Tt) between spiral galaxies, and
we sub-classified these pairs according the sense of rotation of the
spiral arms, by visual inspection of the images. Then, we defined
two categories: co-rotating and counter-rotating pairs.
We can summarize the main results in the following conclu-
sions.
• We find that co-rotating systems doubles the number of the
counter-rotating pairs, an effect that is present in both samples,
spectroscopic and spectro-photometric catalogues. This could be
due a combination of parallel spin preference in initial conditions
of nearby halos, a more rapid evolution to merger, and a less effec-
tive tidal tail development.
• We have studied separately galaxies without nuclear activity,
and AGN hosts in co and counter-rotating tidal pairs. The percent-
ages of co and counter-rotating tidal systems show the same re-
sult as mentioned above in both pair samples. We also find similar
distributions of redshift, stellar mass content and r-band absolute
magnitude for samples of AGN and non-AGN galaxies in co and
counter-rotating pairs.
• For galaxies with no AGN activity we find that counter-
rotating systems have a higher star formation rate and a younger
stellar population. This effect is stronger in the sample with rp <
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co-rotating
counter-rotating
Figure 8. The three BPT diagrams used to classify the emission-line galaxies as: Seyfert, LINER, Composite and Ambiguous galaxies. Left: Dashed line
shows the Kauffmann et al (2003) selection criteria. The Kewley et al. (2006) classification is shown as the solid line. Middle and Right: The solid lines
separate the star-forming galaxies from the active galaxies and the dashed lines represent the Seyfert-LINER demarcation.
Table 6. Percentages of co-rotating and counter-rotating AGN galaxies in tidal pairs and median values of (Lum[OIII]) for every type of object classification.
Co-rotating Counter-rotating
Classification % < Lum[OIII] > % < Lum[OIII] >
Seyfert 12.9 ± 2.9 7.1 ± 0.4 14.1 ± 3.5 6.9 ± 0.5
Liners 18.0 ± 3.9 6.1 ± 0.3 19.8 ± 4.4 6.2 ± 0.3
Composite 54.1 ± 7.3 6.4 ± 0.2 50.0 ± 6.9 6.6 ± 0.2
Ambiguous 15.0 ± 3.5 6.2 ± 0.2 16.1 ± 3.8 6.6 ± 0.3
12 h−1 kpc, as expected due to the larger tidal effects associated
to closer encounters.
• We find that the distributions ofC,Dn(4000) and (Mu−Mr)
of AGN host galaxies present a small difference in the behaviour
of the two subsamples, showing that counter-rotating hosts have a
higher fraction of galaxies with bluer colours and younger stellar
population than their co-rotating counterpart.
• The AGN sample was classified into Composite, Seyfert,
LINER and Ambiguous following the Kewley et al. (2001, 2006)
scheme finding no significant differences in the position of AGN in
co and counter rotating pairs regarding this classification.
• As a tracer of the AGN activity, we analysed the dust-
corrected luminosity of the [OIII]λ5007 line,Lum[OIII ]. We find
that, in counter-rotating hosts, the AGN classified as Composite and
Ambiguous have a slightly enhanced nuclear activity. Nevertheless,
the median of the Lum[OIII ] values is almost identical (within
the estimated errors) for Seyfert and LINER galaxies.
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